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Everyone likes to see a movie on a big screen and for that you require to connect your Laptop with
your Television screen. Whether you have Notebook, desktop, laptop and tablet PC or Smartphone
you need some cables for connecting the two devices namely, VGA, HDMI converter, S-Video or
Mini Display Port or maybe you require a wireless dongle kit for your USB port.

There are numerous things that we should require while making the connections and such things
are VGA cable, 3.5mm Mini Jack etc. If you are connecting your device with television with the help
of VGA cable, then the VGA cable will only help you to see the video and not help you to hear the
audio. To solve this problem and to have a complete audio video picture you have to make use of a
3.5 mm audio jack and have to connect it with the RCA cable. This will help you to enjoy the movie
clearly in high quality sound. The same procedure will be applicable for the DVI-A, DVI-D and DVI-I
cables.

Additionally, these combinations of these cables believe that both the devices that you are going to
connect have same sockets of input For example we can say if you are connecting your laptop and
TV then the input sockets will be VGA laptop to VGA T.V.  Also we can say that if your TV has
HDMI converter and your computer has VGA 15 pin socket the to make a connection you need a
HDMI cable, VGA cable, 3.5mm jack to RCA cable and at last a VGA+ audio to HDMI converter.

Apart from this, the use of wireless connectivity has increased now days and this has been
increased because almost all the devices has now come up either with USB port or mini USB and
with the help of these ports you can easily connect your OC and TV with a wireless connection from
a distance of around 30 feet.

Also you can connect your devices with the help of wireless network - WiFi. Today many new
products have also introduced for this purpose and one of this is Digital media Adapters which
supports fully fledged connectivity with quality sound. Another such kind of product which is used for
the connectivity is the D-Link Boxee Box Digital media player it is a kind of a computer and can be
used with the help of WiFi wireless network.
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To connect your device with your high definition television you are required to have a VGA cable
and VGA to a HDMI converter, 3.5mm mini jack and many more.
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